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maintained roads built from spcciallv processed snow can support passenger vehicles,
pickups, vans, trucks, and tractor-trailer combinations fitted with flotation tires at gross
weights up to 75,0(0 pounds. Two rm thods of construction developCd by CEI. are
recommended: (I) layered-compaction antI (2) depth-processing. In layered-compaction,
the most rccently perfected technique, a snow pavement, is elevated to a desired height
by compacting successive 4-inch layers, using a rotary snowplow to gather, process, and

deposit the snow mattrial. The alternative method requires depth-processing, using snow
mixers to pulverize material placed on the roadway. This final report documents the
evoluti I of vehicle road systems on snow and presents a synoptic overview, summarizing
all aspects of snow-road technology, from theoretical considerations to historical
dcvclopmcmit and rcconnimcntd procedures.
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)uring 1947. Naval Construction Forces built a compacted-snow airstrip on the

R Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica. Research methods since then have improved the use of snow as

1 a construction material. Snow-compaction techniques and equipment initially developed by
ihe Civil Engineering I.aboratory (CEI.) for runway construction have been uscd to build
durable. high-strcngth roads. At the present time. properly constructed and routinely main-
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pounds. Two methods of construction developed by CEII are recommended- (1) layered-
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technique, a snow pavement, is elevated to a desired height by compacting successive 4-inch
layers, using a rotary snowplow to gather. process, and deposit the %now material. The altera-
tive method requires depth-procssing. using snow mixers to pulverize material placed on the
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INTROI)UCTION and recommended construction procedures. No
extensive data or detailed test results are presented.

Most areas of the Arctic and Antarctic are Instead, detailed Reference and Bibliography section,
covered by light to moderate amounts of snow during present a comprehensive listing of supplemental

the fall, winter, and spring; the polar ice caps, in fact, reports dealing with snow-compaction technology. In
are perennial snow fields. Ilistorically, the conven- this respect, this report is especially useful to those
tional means of transportation in those regions has readers not already familiar with the principles of
been by tracked vehicle anti sled train. It has long snow-road construction.
been recognized that dependable wheeled-transporta- Tbe basic time-dependent mechanical properties
tion systems reduce travel time and personnel and of snow, and how they may be altered to accentuate
maintenance requirements. However, in areas of bearing strength and surface hardness, are introduced
perennial snow, roads must be provided. In particular, first. Methods for measuring these strength properties
heavy-haul, wheeled-transportation equipment arc also described. Next, terminology used to describe
require high-strength snow roads while operating on specific steps of cold-processing compaction is

deep snow fields. The Civil Engineering Laboratory defined in terms of procedure and desired effect.
(CEI.) has developed snow-compaction techniques Background material highlights the special types of
and equipment which utilize specially processed snow equipment developed to accomplish each of these

as a building material for durable, high-quality roads, steps. Finally, a brief history summarizes CEI.'s role

The Navy first researched snow compaction in Antarctic snow-road construction since the first
during Operation Ilighjump in 1947 I1I. In that %,ear, road was built.

Naval Construction Forces uilt a compacted-snow The Reference and Bibliography sections of this
airstrip on the Ross Island Ice Shelf, Antarctica, near report provide a historical perspective of CEI.'s
Little America IV. The pavement proved satisfactory research and development effort in snow-compaction
for repeated operations of R4D aircraft on skis; how- technology.
ever, it provided only occasional support during

wheeled taxi tests. In spite of the many surface
failures (attributed to nonuniform strength and MECHANISMS OF SNOW PROPERTIES

inadequate depth 'of compaction), the taxi tests
encouraged further research to develop methods for The two mechanical properties of snow most

using snow as a construction material. As a result, the important in snow-road construction are density and

state-of-the-art technology of present-day polar hardness. Density is dependent upon the 7=:!;ing

operations includes well-defined procedures and efficiency of snow crystals - that is, the degree to
recommendations for constructing and maintaining which a unit volume of snow is free of void space.

year-around snow roads. Properly constructed and hlardness is dependent upon the tendency of neigh-

preserved roads are able to support gross combina- boring crystals to bond to each other by ice bridges.
tions of vehicle weights up to 75,000 pounds for Both density and hardness are metamorphic

vehicles equipped with flotation tires. processes - that is, they change with the passage of

This final report documents and summarizes the time and state of external environment. Methods used
evo!ution of road systems on snow. It is not written in snow-road construction alter the state of natural
esoterically, but rather as a synoptic overview, and metamorphism so that the rate at which density and
reviews all aspects of snow-road technology, from hardness increase is accelerated.

basic theoretical considerations to historical progress
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I )essfi~it i~ilcontact area bietween grains andi the number oif con-
tacting grains is maximized. A high degree of bonding

resly tfullenl snow is deposited upon the earth is achieved, providing thermodynamic conditions are
in thle form oflak crsa% r grains. It usually con~ducive top that type of metamorphism. Like
itcuintla tes on the grou nd ait a density between 0.01 densification, hardening requires a state of physical
ind 01.2 g!fl cc, the %.dsqiibim hariation of which is a function of dieulbim chre must be, at least temporarily,
em penrat ic anid wiil M eocity during the deposit ain excess (if either the liquid or Ivapor phase beyond

ptrd121 . Not al' crystals are the same size. A% a. that supportable by the heat content of the snow

!,"Lilti a state ofthermodvnamic disequilibrium exists mass.
% it bin the snowv cover: "The vapor pressure over The process of hardening over a period of time is
* u ll cryst al is high and over large crystals it is low, called age-hardecning. The age-hardiening of snow
htclit there is aI continuous movement oif vapor from begins almost immediately after processing dluring

3 mT1ll cryst al to a lairge (one. Sinice the cry'stal must snowv-road construction. It progresses rapidly for the
c ini c(uililiritim with its vapor. excess vapor which first few days and then slows down with time. The

.1tccun11iui about the larger crystal is deposited on i mportance of the age-hardening process in

;111d inicorporated in that crystal. TFhe deficiency (f developing a trafficable surface and increasing the
V;Ipor mocr the small crystal is inale uip by loss fromn load-bearing capacity of a compacted snow mass
the solid mass oif that crvstal. In this way the large cannot lie overemphasized.

t1*vsI .i I gains itiass and thle small1 onle loses it.' 131 The
11im uin mtamorphic process lby which some grams% Alteration biy Processing and Compaction
.,r' pw at the expecnse of oithers is called densificam ion.
I his process continues until much of the original The specialized techniques, developed for
ike snow changes to granular particles. As snow-road construction effectively accelerate natural

iiiciiiirphism continues, the snow cover settles; the metamorphism. In processing the particles of snow
%nid space diminishes, and tie volume of snow mass are broken up into fine, disaggregated crystals. Coin-

.Iecreascs;. In other words1 density increases. In the paction immediately follows processing, therebyv
ibsenIce (if sig~nificant bonding bietween grains. rest-.- pressing the small grains. Into, a dense mat before
nIMICC to com11pression is due largely to interference intercrystallinc bonding begins. in this manner, when
-e.tween cointigutous gtrain,; and Is, therefore, density bionding! does start, each grain is guaranteed a

dependent. maximum number of crystal contacts anti a minimnum
DcnzsIty's most imlportawi effect on the strength exposure to void air space.

Of pruocessed snow occurs only during the period Processing scrvcs another important function.
betwecen processing and tile early stage,., (if bond Ilardening, was defined as thc tendency for
growth. [he highest possible density' is achieved by neighboring crystals to bond together. Certain snow
c0mp1acting the %no\%, as soon as, possible after crystals will not automatically unite wyith each other
processing. D~ensities between 0.60) and 0.65 gm/cec simply because of proximity; thermodynamic

rcpossible and resuilt in very strng snow, oc-r ntblt is required. Processing creates a state (if

d-ii'sittioN between 0.5 andi 0.6 gm/cc are more comn- physical (lisequilibrium that increases the probability
11on1 in) proccssed-sio\\ roads, oif bonding between contact surfaces and, therefore,

increases the development of :a greater degree of
I lardening hardness throughout the mass.

IHardening, also a nictaniorphic process. causes Temperature IMpicnidncy
markedt changes In the mechanical properties oif snow,
1n1tcpen'lcent of those produced by a change in The most important environmental factor
density' alone. E~ven in newly fallen snow, the points influencing the quality and survival of a snow roaid is
of contact bietween crystals may 1he rapidly fused by temperature. During construction, the presence of
ice hondsK In dense, pulverulent snow both the toral cold temperatures within tile snow mass has a marked
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influence on the mccha,,cal properties. More partic- to establish failure criteria and predict load-bearing

ularly, steep temperature gradients between the air potential. The confined shear apparatus, designed by
and snow surface, as well as within he snow itself, CI(., was used to relate the total shear strength of a
are conducive to rapid age-hardcning. Also, in general, compacted snow pavement to maximum allowable
low air temperatures arc most conducive to rapid surface-bearing loads for wheeled vehicles and
age-hardening; however, there are prctical limits, aircraft.
Studies conducted at the South Pole have shown that Hardness index. The hardness index as
the rate of age-hardening is slow in the iemperature described in this report is the average resistance to
range -20'° to -4tc F; a.1 Cxticnely slow below -40"1.

penetration of a snow mass as measured bv a
141. At the opposite extreme, temperatures above Rammsondc cone penctroneter. The test device con-

S2 5 " severely retard a;e-hardening andt promote sists of a cone-tipped rod that is manually driven into
sublimation. Figure 1 shows a typical hardness- t
growth sequence in a single layer of double depth- 1-meter-long rod fitted with a 1-1/2-inch-diameter
processed snow, and the delay in hardness growth conetip-ned c o hamm er

resltig fomtemoray empratreconitinsCone lip and a 70-em-hong hammer guide. Two
resulting from temporary temperature conditions hammers are provided fo.r driving the rod into the
above 2511.

The strength of a completed, processed-snow snow, one weighing 1 kg and one weighing 3 kg. Rod
*r road changes as temperatures fluctoate throughout extensions one meter long are also provided for deep-

rodcagsa eprtrsfutaetruhu snow tests 7the year. The upper lavers are cspccially sensitive to Harness m71.
!ii " ltardness measurements taken by CEI. crews

,,iair temperature anti solar radiation. During, :he"tsummer months, sustained air temperatures neathe along single-processed, compacted-snow roads were
usrusually obtained using the 1 kg hammer. Double-

melting point may soften the pavement surface to processed roads required the heavier hammer for
such an extent that the road becomes unsuitable for penetration. Additionally, to speed up sampling along
vehicle traffic. Also, the absorption of solar radiation
decreases parabolically with depth so that the upper 1-ic-daterotip for th e s ecrod

i "i-inch-dliameter tip for the Rammsonde rod.
layers are additionally heated by the sun's rays 151 ." 'Numerous tests using tehe two sizes of hammer with

Maumnthe 1-1/2-inch cone have shown that no linear cor-. Measurement
respondence exists between results. The same is true

Successful snow roads necessitate a hard, of the two different tip sizes. CEL developed curves
cto correlate the data af all Ramm tests (regardless ofi ~~~~~~~ompacted snow mat o~f uniform bearing capaci',tipsy.rhme wih)i em o neuvln

Field instruments are used to accurately monitor Ip sizeorhmmr -egh)inemofanequivant
ardness index, using the 1-1/2-inch-diameter tip and

time-dependent strength characteristics of the con-
solidated construction material. Prior to 1963, the

Smtci hardness, are identified by the suffix "R." Standardized hard-
Most common test device for dcterminint!rn es

-- ness values (using the basic 1-112-inch-diameter coneor strength, was the CRREI.* Rammsondc cone
penetrometer, which gave a relative in-place snow- tip and -kg hammer) are obtained from the follow-

hardness index. However, the device had iimited ing relaionship (71:

application, especially in hard, compact,! 5:.sowd WHI f HardnessR = + W +Q
Early observations of compacted snow pavenents S
showed that a punching failure, or wheel break-
through, directly under the wheel was actually the where W = weight of hammer
principal type of failure 161 . It was also observed that H = height of fall
only the snow directly under the wheel was displaced
in the failure area. Because the typd mode of S = penetration from one hammer blow
failure appeared to be vertical shearing of the
compacted mat, a more suitable device was developed Q sceight of penesometer

* U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineeiing L.aboratory.

'-.- - - - " - ' - -' - - .':, , . - , . ..":'- .... . .. . ..... .. .
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Figure 1. Tpical hardness growt.h in a single layer of double depti proccissd snow.



Ilardne-.s numbers in CI I puldications are unitites
Sincc CI-. ha_ prettrrcd to use Ranini values strictly

is re;alive in-hes of hardness.

.:tgure 2 is an example of a hardness correlation

cune. It converts data lor the I-inch-diameter cone
and 1-kg hammer combination into equivalent

,-values tor the standa;, 11-1/2-inch cone with 1-kg L 3.50.
weight setup 121. It shold lie stressed, however, that 5
the K ,,in ,i ..,,ndc rod r.enctrom eter is suitable ]
primarily for loosely consolidated or virgin snow. [he ,

reliability of data gathered on heavily compacted t0

tilte repeated impact displacement of the penctro,-

meter by blows from a heavy" haniner. The resistance t

of dense, hard snow is often such that a portion of "2

impact encrtgy is lost to reliound anti lateral shaking - 2.000 /
of the rod. or buckling of the jointed connetLions.

I ost energy results in erroneous results,

Confined Shear Strength. Since 1963, CII has 1.500.
us-d vertical shear strength as the major failure

criteria 181. [he confined shear strength apparatus - 0
.5 2,000,

developed by CED. measures short-term primary shear

on confined specimens of compacted snow. The

device is designed to receive 3-inch-long cores 0 -

Ai obtained with a 3-inch-diameter SIPRE coring auger.

The specimen is placed in a confining cylinder, and a

shearing force is applied through heads which are -

positioned so as to align the shearing edges of the 0 10 20 30 40 50

device. The core fits snugly without binding; the Number of Blows for I-Inch Cone

heads fit loosely, but do not allow the specimen to

deflect other than in the direction of applied force. A
positive displacement hydraulic plunger mounted on: i Figure 2. Curve for converting penetration resistance
a soil-type compression tester frame applies the load gf l-inch cone Rammsonde to equivalent hardness

P to the top shear head. The bottom head rests on a

load cell attached to the lower plate of the tester I-logram ham e.
: i l-kilogram hammer.

frame. As the load is applied, the force with time is
inscribed on a penchart recorder.

FIigure 3 presents the experimentally determined

relationship betxkcn Ramm hardness anti confined tests a full-depth core was extracted from the pro-
shear strength- It should be noted that hardness cessed, compacted snow pavement. The core was cut

values are not reliable above 80OR with the 1-1/2- up into individual increments which were each tested

inch-diameter Lip or above 3,60OR with the for shear strength. It was noted that the total
1-inch-diameter tip due to excessive rebound and resistance to shear, obtained by summing the

clatter. individual shear strengths, was approximate four

CEL field studies uncovered a useful empirical times the ground pressure that could he supported at
relationship between shear strength measurements the surface 161. In other words, the load-carrying

within the thickness of a compacted-snow mat and capacity (measured in psi) of a compacted snow
expected hearing potential. in early confined shear pavement is approximately 25% of the total

resistance to shear (measured in pounds) offered hr

the compacted pavement.

.5
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lgraimt% r crystals. .and thereby exposilig 111L freshly The model 36/42 snow mixer is an improved
ha 'kcn su riaces it) tinstal tIchermodyl nam ic contdi- version of the comnmercial in situ mixer 11 21. This
t4111%. subI be(1 iciint *1 rsaeC0mi 11aet ion illproves modijfied unit uses an, interchangeable cutter system
the mati erial 'tiength: tensitv increcases due it) of 36-inch-diameiter and 42-inch-diameter rotors that
irciseti packing~ efficiency; hiardnress increase% dute increaser the maximum peripheral speed to 7,560
to, tiacriviodynanic tliscqiliirilini and mnaximiz~ed ft/min at a rotor speed Iof, 687 rpmr"'he front skis of
4rytVj co t 'act. the LGIlI tractor-towedt unit are pin'I'ted through yokes

S iniI le pth-processing Ilivolvc% Initially pro- iI) permit steering and, allow thc skis to conform ito

kV% sing a aid then, If rccs%ar., reprocessing it the snow surface. The wide rcar ,skihelps level and

lrc% iousl5' undiatirbt.d area of' %now. The successive compact the pulverized material during depth-
passs .ire done quiickly (less than I hour b~etween proc .essing. Also, the total 20,00.0,-poind w~eight of

V. IC 11 pas) before the snow ha% time to begin this snow mixer allows transport b~yC-1 30 aircraft.
hairdening. TIhis modified configuration proved to lhe effec-

D uraig the early yecars of' snow-road construe- tive during field trials'" in the Antarctic. (D[--66*). A

tion %%)left eqtaipment w.as less refined, double depth. two-pass tailgate processing technique, developed by

processing of' natural sno~w was common. TIhis closely spacing two Model 36/42 snow mixers (one
tchniique resulted from observations mnade Inl directly, behind the otifer),, produced snow pavements

(.renaind 1101. It was nioted that siangle depth- with strengths tantarhount to those. obtained by
processing pulverized only :I limited number of double depth-processing and six miclrpasses with the

pairticle%, regardless of the number (if mixer passem. model 24 andi 42'snov, mixers 1 121'. fowever, it was
Incomplete pulverization limited the number of sometimes difficult to maintain the,-Second mixer on

pairticle contacts after processing. It was reasoned a common course - that is, directly in the tracks of
that reprocessing well-bonded, once-processed snow the lead mixer. Figure 5S shows Itwo L IGP D4 tractor-

should result in more thorough pulverization and towed model 36/42 snow mixers pulverizing snow

smialler particle size. Tlhi% rationale was sub~stantiated using the two-pass tailgate processing technique.
Ib' subsequejnt tests. P'rocessing equipment. however, A piece of equipment called, thec Dual D~rum

has been improved over the years, atnd the more Snowpaver was conceiveI d as a means of removing the

sophisticated equipment of present-day operations prob~lem of common tracking and,' :at the same time.

usuajilly makes double dep th- processing unnecessary. reducing bloth the manpower and equipment required

lihe improvement of mechanical properties realized during processing. Conceptually, it was viewced as a

by the added procedure and delay is marginal, single-pass snow mixer housing twvo rotors within a

Thie earliest depth-processing equipment w-ere common frame. This arrangement; was -expectedl to

,:oinicrcialiv available, towed, construction mixers automatically confine ;thc real rotor. to the same

mounted on skis. In time, standard engine-driven material as that freshly, processed by the lead rotor.

earth pulverizers wvere modified as twvo sizes of Navy Such a snowpaver was .fabricated according to CEL

snows mixer 1111 . One, a model 24 snow mixer, had a specifications and delivered to the Antarctic in

24-inch-diameter rotor with a maximum rotor speed February 1971. lHowever, it never attained

of 790 rpm andi maximum peripheral speed of 4,960 operational status. First. the test and evaluation pro-

ft/mmn. The other, a model 42 snow mixer, had a gram was delayed when the unit was damaged while

42-'inch-diameter rotor with maximum rotor speed of being transported locally. After the damaged com-

5 15 rpm andi maximum peripheral speed of 5,660 ponents were repaired and the mixer started,

ft/nun. Bioth models had a two-ski support system pervasive contamination of the hydraulic pumping

with drawbar steering and were towed by I.GP snow system for the rear rotor was discovered. A technical

tractors. IFaclu weighed nearly 15,000 poundls. 'rhes- representative from the manufacturingcompany was

snow mixers wvere effective in depth-processing to sent to the Antarctic test location in DF-72: however,

produce high-strength snow; however, continued use a reasonab~le engineering and econom ic solution was

indicated that certain modifications might result in never realized.

higher quality snow with fewer mixer passes.

DF)1 i~i an abbreviation for Deep Freeze and covers the same span of time as the fiscal year.
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igure 5. Two tract or-ti,. ed model 36/42 snow inixers operating in the two-pass
• tailgat-e co figuration,.

Lwyered-Con.paction sometimes called. Ilolidays arc ae:uall' areas of

pulverizeLL snow that are nissed or inadequately pro
Smw-road construction using depth-processing cessed. In unelevated roads, though holhdass usuall,

and compaction procedures alone produces a finished occut sporadically, any' single flaw may extend
pavement that is necessarily depressed below the through the entire thickness of the pavement. In
surface of the surrountding natural snow. A depressed layered roads, the probability of such flaws coin-

road acts elfec'tively as a snow trap, becoming heavily tiding is s-mall in two layers of compacted snosv and
covered with drift during storm winds. The technique remote in three or more lavers.

of layered compaction counters this problem. The In the prinitive days of snow-road construction,
roadbcd is Ouilt up to a desired elevation by the the major objection to the layered-compacttiot

successive compactioni of differential layers of snow; technique was that it required the removal and trans-
the required borrow material is removed from rur- portation of vast amounts of borrow n:'terial from
rounding natural snow areas. Drifting otn the elevated neighboring snowfiClds. No suitable equipment was
surface is postponed until the biordering natural snow available for that task. The earliest elevated snow

attains a height tantamount it) th, , of the elevated roads were actually a result of natural intcrfcretnc
pasxienret (a process which ordinarily takes s!tveral when depr-e-ed snow roads wcr covered by wind-
s calrs~t I lown drift snow. ')rift was not removcd; ltt ratther.

In :ddition to tie advantage of minimized the snow cover was depth-proessed arid compacted,
d'rifting. the laycred-compaction technique provides often elevating the road above the surroutfding terrain
tWo LI Sity-Coittrol benefits [11. The first hcn fit I 131. 1 iowever, del he- 'ite dri ft control was not a
o erns hardtiess, As previously stated, compressive practical way of obtaining construction material since

4-. compaction produces the greatest hardness increase in it depended upon the capriciousness of nature. At the
the upper depths of snow near the surface. Iy same time, bulldozers and sleds were rejected as being
depositing antd packing snosw in successive layers, the too slow for moving snow on a large scale, Conven-

net results can ne atn overall greater thickness anl a tional scrapers were also rejected because of the
nirc evetnls' distributed hardness than obtained bv extensive modifications necessary to operate them oil
conpressise compaction alone. These two effects snow. Twt snowplanes were used as graders during
increase the load-bearirA potential of a pavement. DF-02 to elevate a 4,Ot)tt-foot-long by 24-inch-high

'I he second benefit is realized by the distribu- compacted-snow runwa.. fhowever. those units also

tin of low-strength areas, or holiday's as they arc spread snow at a relatively slowv rate.

" ...... ........f .....-- - .. ..--......" ............. . - -J ...J .... ...i ......i - - .. . . . ... ........ .....i .....i .... -.... " .......



'['he snowplow was eventually selected as the Snowblast model RIt-10001, rotary loader gttachment.
most suitable piece of equipicnt to move and Figure 6 presents the model 1000 snowplow carrier

accurately place large quantities of snow. This piece and loader attachment during snow-road construe-
of equipment employs a cutting head assembly which tion.

pulverizes the natural snow cov,-r alongside a snow- The towed model IOX) snowplow carrier with
road site. The pulverized snow is mechanically forced an overall length of 56 feet 9 inches consists of a
into an impeller where it is directionally cast onto the main frame in which the rotary head anti engine are
roadbed. An initial feasibility trial was conducted mounted. Two snow-gathering blades at the front of
during 1)1-62 using a small, self-propelled, track- the frame funnel snow into the modified cutter
mounted model. This small unit was efficient only for assembly.
clise-in work involving limited amounts of snow; The model i000 snowplow carrier
however, it was successful in stimulating an impetus accommodates a model R-IO00L loader attachment
for further development 131 . which is rated at 1,00 tons of snow per hour. 'Tie

During the summer months of DF-63, a larger original loader attachment employed a rotary cutting

truck-type model rotary snowplow was mounted tin a head equipped with four helical cutting blades; the
standard DS Caterpillar tractor. This combination was modified assembly carries a specially coiitructed
used to elevate a 170-foot-wide by 2,000-foot-long cutting head with eight helical blades. [be modifica-

section for a compacted-snow runway. Eighty-foot- tion further simplifi,-s snow-road construction.
wide areas along each side of the test section were During DF-73, a sectior of road was built near

used as borrow pits for fill snow. The rate of snow MeMurdo Station using the technique of layered-
deposit was six times faster than that of the snow compaction. No snow mixers were used; the modified
planes, even though the snowplow was casting at only cutting heads produced a pulverulence of sufficient
21% of rated eapacizy. Snow-intake efficiency was uniformity and fineness so chat separate depth-
limited by the pitc!h and roll of the tractor and also processing was not necessary [141.

by the inefficient feed of snow material into the
cutter assembly. As a result of these problems, the Surface-Ilardening
model 40 snowplow carrier was developed. The
carrier, a 40-foot-long, ski-mounted frame designed to Early tests indicated that the hardness distribu-
he tractor-towed, featured a set of angle blades tion throughout the thickness of a depth-processed
mounted ahead of the plow to funnel the pickup and compacted snow pavement was not uniform. As
snow directly into the impeller. The four-point ski- previously stated, repeated compaction was effective
suspension systen and steerable rear skis minimized only within a limited depth below the surface. The
pitching and rolling of the snowplow on deep snow actual vertical hardness distribution was found to be

and permitted a more uniform removal of snow from parabolic, with the bulk of hardness in the middle
burrow pits 11 3i two-thirds of the mat. This phenomenon is depicted

The prototype model 40 snowplow carrier was in Figure 7 121. Of course, the parabolic distribution
designed to carry a Sicard Model BK snowplow. The was removed when layered-compaction methods were
combination was used to elevate a 3-mile-long road used since that technique required depositing anti
near MeMurdo Station during I).-64 and DF-65. compacting many individual layers. However, even
After that date, a larger snowplow and carrier for layered roads, the surface layer of compacted
assembly was developed to handle even greater snow is relatively soft and easily damaged.
quantities bf snow more efficiently. The model 1000 Surface-hardening involves a special rolling
snowplow carrier was built to remove structural technique. A stanJard 13-ton, pneumatic-tired,
weaknesses encountered in the model 40 unit and wobbly wheeled roller is pulled over the roadbed
provide greater snow transport capacity. It was first several times. this surface-hardening roller hardens

assembled and tested on-site near McMurdo Station the top 1 inches of the mat so that the surface can
during DI -68. It is still usce for present-day snow- effectively resist damage from wheeled vehicular
road construction in conjunction with a modified traffic 191. Figure 8 shows the surface-hardening

I9
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F- [T.n cc 6. Alod 1 0Hit sniow. powi carri r Is-atI,%II I oade r at! I chluri i I In i ng stiose-roI a nt onstcion -

ci 'II a lin t owedl by anl I (A D 4 t ractor. InI p rusem iii tirssari ito pri do t Ic sn rtac . 1K Npt'ritnntat ii '

'Liv operations a rttliltr-tired itow% veliliet is rt'quired. with at towed, hantl-operated grad~er and a ski-
il.sjjljy a 3-day delis- is required hetweeCn t he ntouttteilCd hand-operated lanid plant1 for Irs-el og anti
toinipletitit of (1)11pat-tin and the initialtion1 of grading sastrugi rcsu ted in tile imodlification oit two
,irt ace lartltiiig procedures. [hlis delay ls Ile sines of commcially aVaIilable toXud la1111 plattS for
ivallicd i. it en srI ffi vie titli si that thz: tires olI tic use (,i plair stnow, ic size, the nmodel 401 sn isv

i'liIs shc-L-ti di Li lite-i s toii t he pi antc, has a 40-foot T ~attlit tioi l 1OLCI 80 sn iw pi lit,

C011iiipi t' C I iri a . has an 80-foot spar-and is plie tured in Figure cc 115SI

h le snow platne is suitable Ior bthi graditng arid
Leveling plainrg operations. Bo0th motil s arct'Iraclti r-towedi

;]fil LutIiZe a fttir-poiiii ski-suIsptisioti sy-stemi for

IDuring, earlk~ Still%5% enonp actiton he lii t riails, test ove c-snow operatlions. ITe rear skis are Iiksikiratilitli i
laiu-s is ccir( a orl leveled andt planed withi steered liv the operator. andl hi- fromt skis' artc stuct-t
cirlius Is-pt- Ill drags. Success was atribuitet ito the is- ite lwing s-e1lud tlirtugh a tlrawliac ar-rane-
ri.t-iv6 fs- l at snilwfilds sclecmt(or- the trials anti nitit. ThIe plan ing cletitent, located eqiitistanti
ilit- sitall plots 0tinsMietud for tests,. I lowes-er. in the bittweetn front and rear sk is, is 12 telt wside- iant
Contirtictioit If einiacletl snow runways orn thie lisdratilicalls- actuatetd orm vrticatl ins 'itnemn.li[h

(;-clli i d lece Cap, ctinsitderale gratling N% a-s plianing tins-h c-an 1w- quickly lm-trltld iti a gratding
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surface of snow mat

/redistributed hardness

- - .... \t ypical hardness ;

" ~~hardnecss .... .

' Figure 7. Typical ve rtical hardness in compacted Figure 8, ILGP 1D4 tractor-towed, surface-hardening

' .. !blade by raising or lowering tile howl and rotating it runways. Naval involvement began during Operation
' m !on a supporting turntable into position. In the Ilighjump in 1947 when a compacted-snow skiway
, I, .lgrading configuration detachable wings used for was built on the Ross Island ice Shelf in Antarctica.

i: J.leveling are removed from the blades. Then, during Iiard Top I in 1953, a 15t)-ft~ot by
]The snow plane is a satisfactory piece of equip- 5,000-foo~t experimental runway 16 inches thick was

meat for planing natural and compactezd snow, built on the Gieeniland Ice Cap 110j. Th'le entire
grading drift snow, andi laterally moving snow to airstrip was single-decpth-processed at an average- i I build up or level a snowlicld. Snow planes serve to density of 0.46 gmlcc. A double-depth-processed

smooth and level roadbed sites prior to compaction, extension of 3,000 feet at an average density of 01,51
i although it is sometimes necessary to first prepack gmcc was added. The single-procssd snow failed

X5

- -and rough-level with a bulldozer. When used in under the main whels (60 psi) of a C-47 aircraft, but
Sconjunction with snowmixers, snow planes are the double-processed snow supported the C-47,
[ ,especially critical; the roadbed must bie smooth and except for occasional soft spots traced to processing

: i !level because snowmixers do not level out contours or holidays.
ttuneven surfaces but tend to amplify them. In the During Hlard Top 11 in 1954, a three-laver.

Ii ayered-comnpactto n technique, it is necessary to 33-inch-thick, snow-compacted runway was
smooth and level the surface of the road cacti time constructed at the site of the 1953 runway 1161. ,it
new snow is added. was built up from natural drift, Precompaction pre-~parations and double depth-processing were practiced

' " .during the placement of cacti layer. The runway was
iHISTORY used succe ssfully for tests of landing, taxiing, parking,

- takeoff, and hard-impact lariding of a C-47 on wheels,
' ! I [ Early Coinpacted-Snow Runways Following the C-47 tests, the runway was tested with

.1 ' : 
a P2V aircraft tin wheels. It supported tile P2V on a

I:The history of sno~w-road construction is one of serpentine taxi test except for one 3OO-foot section

m i/

: _ -'continual testing and development. Present-day where several failures occurred under the main
Itechniques are an outgrowth (if research initially con- wheels. Those failures were traced to localizeddo

:i;duced urig te deelomen ofcoa ctdso oiasi h rcse nw twsntdta
..
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Fig~ure 9. *Iractor-towed, 80-foot snow plane leveling previously deposited snow.

diiri- taxi tcest% the trece-eastcring nowe wheel (1 00 bulldozers, were used to complete the excessive
p%0i dug in the subow ;Intl plowed a 3- to 5-inch furrow gra ding and leveling requiredl prior to tile start of
in the surface. At that time the special rolling tech- construction. Once thc roadway was level, it was
niquc described under Surf'ace-I lardening was applied compressively compacted, depth-processcd, surface-
tith le runway surface. Thus, surface hardness was hardcned, andi covered with a 1/4-inch layer of
increased, and the fre-ceistering nose was adequately sawd~ust 1171.
supported. Theli road was trafficked over 20,000) times the

first dlay of use. InI all, after 8 (lays, it was trafficked
Squaw Valley over, .100,000 times by all types of vehicles uip to

30-ton trucks. Tlhe surface of the road rema~ined
fit 1960, -i 50-111,n1 tC.Ai Of Seabees under smooth and level, permitting traffic speeds uip to 601

diarectioin Of (IFI. cons: rucLtedC and maintained a conm- miph.
pactcd-sriow road I mile long and 100 feet wide :it
Squaw Valley, Calif'ornia, for lie VII Olympic W~inter Antarctica
Gaes T[his cf'f* rt followed several years of L ahora-
ftory investigation ats to the fevasibility of compacted Snow-Road Technology. The hulk of Naval
%110%% br roads oni atnual anid perennial snowfields. sti 0w-c om paction experiene wvas derived f'rom)
*1 hc road connected tie main entrance road into the research conducted in the Antarctic. In the spring of'
Valle-y wialli a 125-acre compacted-snow parking lot 1960, the staff construction officer at McMurdo
also bujilt by (lie Naval Support force. TIhe underlying Station requested CEL~ to investigate the praicla-
snow%% cover was 5 feet deep along most of the right- bility of buiilding roads on snowv-covcred sea ice to

vfwy Snw plns ocsnal asie by improve transportation between McMurdo Station
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and the air-support facilities. The initial product was Ovt-rsiw. A brief ycar-liy-vear review of pro-

ia sfnow road 25 feet wide and 4 miles long, completed gress in Antarctic snow-road technology is next

on the ice between MeMurdo Station and the sea-ice presented to give the reader a historical overview of

4 tunwavs at Williams Field in the fall of 1960. (At that development.
- time Williams Field was located about 3 miles out on As previously stated, the initial Antarctic snow

McMurdo Sound,) The first offshore mile was located road was built in the austral summer of DF-61. In
on bare ice, and the next 3 miles were located on a DF-62, the small, self-powered, track-mounted Peter

4-foot snow pac!. Construction procedures included junior Snow Miller was used to cast snow for a
precompaction, double depth-processing, compaction 200-foot-wide by 300-foot-long test pad. The follow-
and surface-hardening II I. ing year the larger Sicard model BK Snowmaster, a

Depression of the completed roadbed about 10 truck-type rotary snowplow, was tested by building a

inches below the natural terrain accelerated the 170-foot-wide by 2, 00-foot-long section of
accumulation of drift, which was windrowed to the compacted-snow runway. Snow-intake efficiency was
edges of the road following each storm. Eventually, limited by pitch and roll of the mounted tractor. As a
berms 2 feet high were produced along each side of result, a spccial model 40 snowplow carrier was
the road. The roadway was abandoned in mid fabricated to carry the model BK snowplow. It was
December after a 3-day blizzard filled it with snow. tested successfully near McMurdo Station during

I A 10-man team of Seahees constructed the road- DF-64 and DF-65 1131.
way using two snow tractors, two model 24 snow The model 36/42 snow mixer was also intro-
mixers, two snow-compacting rollers, one model 80 duced to the Antarctic during DF-64; extensive tests

'ii snow plane, one finishing drag, anti one surface- were conducted in )F-65 1121. In that year, two

hardening roller. The road was used continuously for experimental snow-road sections were conshr-cted by
a 10-day period in Noveaber by all types of wheeled CEI. to better establish minimum strength require-
vehicles, including 30-ton tractor-trailer rigs. The ments on deep snow for vehicle-weight and
project demonstrated the feasibility of vehicle roads tire-pressure combinations up to 70,000 pounds and
on snow in Antarctica. However, it also demonstrated 30 psi, respectively. One road section, paved with
rather dramatically the need to elevate such roads snowplow-blown snow, was elevated 2 feet above the
above the surrounding terrain 1181, undisturbed-snow surface. The other section was

After 1960, many miles of snow roads were paved by depth-processing the natural snow to a
constructed around McMurdo Station, connecting it depth of 16 inches using the model 36/42 snow mixer
to outlying activities such as the sea-ice runway, the followed by compaction rolling. The test section was
glacier-ice runway at Outer Williams Field, and the depressed about 8 inches below the surrounding

skiways at Williams Field. Figure 10 shows a typical terrain. The density of the virgin snow at the site of
road network. Road systems changed often as a result the two test sections was 0.36 gm/ce. The density inI rof failure and relocation of old roads and eon- thle completed blown-snow pavement was 0.51 gin/cc;
struction of new roads. CI . field teams made almost in the mixer-snow pavement, 0.57 gi/cc.

: yearly trips to the Antarctic to further develop snow- During DF-66, the two-pass tailgate

• road technology. Of course, not all road construction method that is, the method whereby one model
was performed by ClI. CEI' roads were primarily 36/42 snow mixer follows directly behind a lead
research-oriented, although they were also designed mixer- was perfected. That techniq,- reduced the

- anti strategically placed to simultaneously satisfy total number of passes required during mixing anti, as
S.transportation requirements. The Public Works a result, greatly decreased processing time. Another

Department at McMurdo Station was responsible for improvement was the introduction of the model 1000
building the required network of service roads, flow- snowplow carrier in DF-68. That unit had a greater
ever, for the most part, they used equipment and snow transport capacity than its predecessor, the

procedures developed or recommended by CI-I. model 40 snowplow carrier. The model 1000 carrier
personnel, assumed a fully operational status at the end of

successful field trials during l1-(,V.
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The Dual Drum Snowpaver was sent to the successive 4-inch layers of snow. A rotary snowplow

Antarctic in l)!-71. However, because of damage sus- is used to gather, process. and deposit the snow

tamed during transport and contamination within the material. The procedures are outlined in detail in

rear-rotor hydraulic system, only limited tests were Reference 19. The basic equipment and construction
conducted. A technical representative from the manu- procedures recommended in that publication are
facturing company "sas sent to the field site during summarized below.
DF-72 but was unabie to adequately solve the
contamination problems- Equipment:

-During I)1-73, a I-mile experimental road
sction was constructed using the process of layered '[racked personnel and cargo carrier

-*: , compaktion. No snow mixer. were employed. I,;PD8 tractor (four required for optimum
Instead, the model 10O snow transporter, carrying a -nrco

modified cutting-head assembly with eight helical
blades, was used to gather, pulveric, and deposit the i.GP 1)4 tractor with angle blade
snow material. [he deposited snow was spr-id as
individual 4-inch layers and compacted to an eleva- Ski-mounted snow plow

tion of 24 to 30 inches. Test results showed that Snow plane 40- or 80-foot model

snow density and shear strength compared favorably1 .: with those associated with roads built by pulvimixing
1141. Eight-foot-diameter steel roller

Timber drag

CEL CONTRIBUTION Large rubber-tired tow vehicle

Snow-compaction studies were begun initially in Procedures:

order to develop methods for building high-strength
runways for wheeled aircraft. However, tested corn- 1. Select and stake roadbed site

- paction techniques were not amenable to the sensi- 2. Compact and level the roadbed

-itivity and nonuniformity of snow properties. As a
I result, it was not possible to construct totally reliable 3. Deposit and shape snow along sides of

runways due to inconsistent material strength and road for containment berms
surface hardness. On the other hand, snow- 4- Elevate to grade by compacting successive
compaction research did result in the evolution of 4-inch layers of snow blown onto roadbed
snow-road technology. At the present time, snow

roads that arc properly constructed anti routinely 5. Level, finish, and age-harden
maintained can support passenger vehicles, pickups,

vans, trucks, and truck/tractor-trailer combinations The finished pavement is at least 30 feet wide andi
fitted with flotation tires at gross weights up to elevated 24 to 30 inches above the surrounding
75,000 pounds. terrain.

Technique of Layered-Compaction Technique of Depth-Processing

Two methods for constructing elevated snow The alternative method of snow-road con-

roads nave been developed by CEl. The most recent struction involves depth-processing. The same basic

technique, that of layered-compaction, minimizes the construction equipment is required as previously
, number of operators and equipment required since described, plus the addition of two snow mixers (one

snowmixers are not used. It involves elevating the mixer can be used, but this is less desirable). Unlike
R pavement to a desired height by compacting the layered-compaction technique, the snowplow is

!. 15
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TECII!)ATA SIIIIS
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Decemrber 1972 72-6

Naval CivilI Engineering Laboratory

NCELO Techdata Sheet
SNOW COMPACTION EQUIPMENT--SNOW ROLLERS

Figure 1. Snow-compacting roller. Figure 2. Snow-hardening roller.

PROBLEM

In polar ricqiorlS, the mrost accessible building material for roads andI runvvays is snow.
The Navy tliurefnt e, his investigated the feasibil ity of producing static aind: dynamnic load-
hearing snow,,. The Naival Cvii Engineering Laboratory has been nstrumnenlal in developing
cold-processing techniquefs that produce high-strength snow capable of supporting vehicles
and aircraft on both aniiual and perennial snow fields.

SNOW ROLLERS

The Laboratory has developed two rollers that are used togethur in a series of passes
to process snow;

0 Sriov-Comtipact iny Rol er--A 1 0,240-p)ound, 8-foot-diamecter roller that itiiIly

compacts the snow (cornpr essi velv) and lso compacts
new snow on previously compoacted areais (F pure 1) H

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
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April 1973 73-14

Naval Civil E~ngineering LaboKratoryv

DOWNCEI

.... .Techdata Sheet
D4LWGROUND PRESSURE SNOW TRACTOR

C4,

Tlie LG P snowvt rector sis basi( D4 t ractor, m,,d if in t(i Chtkeve (2 iirfi j tnd

pt;essw(rc (4 pst) - minimum- shqipin weight, and~ lower glear rcitio Other it-xwno- ire:

* Diual-rail track system withP 36-inch d:"If[ninur tiacks

* Standard and Undurspeed transmissions

0 Anigle bulddo/er

* VWinjerized sttral cali

Approved for public release; distribution u-.mite,;[
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October 1974 74-05

Civil Engineering Laboratory ,

Naval Construction Battalion Center

Port iicncnc California 93043

~Teehdata Sheet

SNOW-L.EVELING AND GRADING EQUIPMENT
40- AND 80-FOOT SNOW PLANES .

•
4)-llt) t S 40ow Plane 00- lkt SSoNO Plane

Most annual and perennial snow fields in polar * Tractor-drawn unit with eight basic
regions must be graded and leveled to achieve the components: frame, skis, tongue, turntable,
uniform compaction required to produce bowl/blade, hydraulic system, operator cab and load
high-strength, load-bearing snow. CEL has developed platform.

two snow planes which effectively accomplish this
job: (1) the 40-foot snow plane, which adequately

levels ane grades both natural and compacted snow a Portable hydraulic power-pack unit. mounted

and (2) the 80-foot snow plane, which was developed or tie frame.

specifically to level snow fields that have long-wave 40-Foot 80-Foot
sastrugi. ['he latter plane is very similar to the Model
40 except for its larger siue. The snow plane is an Plane Plane

important piece of equipment in the layered a Weight, pounds 6,120 12,350

* compacion method of snow-road construction; it is

used to distributc the snow over the road surface 0 I.cngth with tongue, 57 96

after the snow is deposited by a snowblower, feet

* Width-framc (outside 8,5 11

FEATURES OF TtlE SNOW PLANE skis), feet
* Blade width, feet 12 15

The Model 40 and 80 snow planes are modified
versions of commercially available agricultural land a Height, with cab, 9 10

planes with the following features: feet

Approved for puhli relcac; distribution unlinitvd.
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AIDVAN''A(ES OF "II E SNOW PI.AN I REIFRENCE'S

* I.c'vel up to 3.1/. ac'res t' t"lw per hour, Bit sed o in. N CI'I. Te clnical Re port It - I10:
grades ulp to '; acres per ho, ur. Snow-Compaction Fquipment-Snowplan, hy I. II.

,Moser, February 1961, and its supplement, which
give further details on the snow planes, as do

p'wer-pack mounted oin snow plane or tow tractor. 'echnical Notes N-463: Specifications for the Model

e I.:;sily operated by trained personnel. 80 Snow Plane, by N. F. Pierce and F. Moser,
Requires only routine October 1962, and N-504: Specifications for the

Model 40 Snow Plane, by N. E. Pierce, April 1963.

* Converts simply from planer to grader and
haIck under field conditions.

" Caln he constructed in small shops. CEL Contact:

" Is relatively e.;sv to dis sseml)lc for shipment M. W. Thoma., 1.61 (Polar Division); tel: autovofn

on all typl.'s of carriers. 360-5444, comm (805) 982-5444.
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October 1974 74-06

Civil Engineering Laboratory

Naval Construction Battalion Center

Port I lucncmc, California 93043

CEL
Techdata Sheet

SNOW-COMPACTION EQUIPMENT-SNOW DRAGS

Snow Leveling Drag

Snow Finishing Drag

IIigh-strcngth compacted snow is vital for use in constructing and maintaining compacted snow.
construction of roads, runways, and skiways, a two GEL snow drags have been developed: one for
tundamental need in year-round polar operations. For leveling and one for finishing. The leveling and

App vcd for public rVlcacW; 11% tribtLtIO unlinlitcd.
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tmlhng dlrags are %ileskribedt in detail in Y'&DI AI)VAN'rACES Of- 'I1ll - SNOW D)RAGS
DCA~iilgs $1.3537 and 813538 (1 September 1959),

"'~P'~~I ~e Are highly maneuverable on all types of snow

* Func~tioni effectively in temperatures down to
FEATURE lS OFIl l SNOW I)RA(S

* Ca;n be used singly or in multiple tow
Stiow. Ieveling D~rug - Used ito finish andi

ntll.kinil surface of completed snow road, spread e Can be constructed in smallI fabr icating shops
x"ivdrows left by' other equipment, spread and level e Are easily disassembledl andl packaged for
%h,.Illow drift and lig~ht snowfall and remove slight shipment by any type of carrier.

~ovtae irei~uartics.* Can he assembled under adverse ficld
*weigh, - )25 pounds:, madec of l)ouglas fir conditions without difficulty.

*12 Ifeet widle, 8 feet long

* Tow speed (general operation) 350) feet per

Snnw-l'inikltng Drag - Used in final construction BsdtnSCI.TcnclRpptR19
"hvin required to. obtain a hard. smoeoth finish 'in llSnwCdmato I-upetSo Drag, byhna Rcp.r 15.9
ctimlpdeted snow. This dfrig is usedl primarily for nwCm ctolqupin-n ray3..
Maintenance of snow runways. Camin, October 1960.

* W~eight - 2,8 30) pounds; made of steel

* 1 2 feet wvide, 7 feet 6 inches-. long CEL Contact-
* TVow speed inl general operation 350 feet Mr. m. w. Tnomas, 1.61 ; tcl:autovon 360-5444

per niinmte (about 4 mph) or 4284, comm (805) 982-5444 or 4284.
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Novembewr 1974 74-Jo

Civil Engineering Laboratory
Naval Construction Battalion C enter

Port Iluenerne, C alifornia 93043

CEL
Techdata Sheet

SNOW TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
MODEL, 1000 TOWED SNOWPLOW CARRIER

[h Cl-.Modcl 1001) Towed Snow plow
Carrier is an important piece of equipmencrt in
the layered cornpaction method of elevated
snow-road construtiton. [he snowplow is
used to deposit lblower-processcd snow hrornm
borrow pits onto the road ;urface to create
each new 4-inch laver to lie compacted.
These elevated roads are comparatively im-
munc to severe dIrifting. in addition, the
snowplow is effective in clearing drift snow
from previously compacted %now and ice
roads. Specification details for the snow- I
plow are given in NCI. Drawings 67-38-I F
through 17F"

FEATURES OF TlE TOWED SNOWPLOW AD)VANTAGES OF *IIIE TOWED) SNOWPLOW

* 56 feet 9 inches long L Iong frame lpermits uniform removal of snow

* Ski mounted from borrow p'its in construction of snow road% andI ~- other snow removal operations.

* Iw hvrauical cntroledgraer lads *Ski-mount eliminates pitching andi rolling on
which wivodrow snow into thle cutter blades and deep %no%%.
impeller

Casting chuic allows controlled placement (if
* liuid-oold, 6cv uderdiesl eninesnow, depositing it as far as 10)0 feet. at rates up to

* 1 75 horsepower at 2,800) rpm 1,700) cubic Yards per hour.

9 Shipping weight: 34,000 pounds *Snow plow is e a i lv assembled in
- approx~im ately 1018 mallt- ho urs, in thle ficld, using

eShipping cube: 2,70)0 cubic feet stanuda rd weight-handling cqitipm cot

CFA. Contact: Mr. M. W. ilhuivas. 1.61 (P1olar Division); icl: autovon 3601-5444, comm (90)5) 'q82-5444.
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